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a b s t r a c t 

This paper studies pure probabilistic broadcast in ad hoc networks under a variety of topological sce- 

narios, offering a com parison of the performance of broadcast in lattice-like geometric node layouts (e.g. 

nodes arranged in triangular, square and hexagonal grids) with that in randomly placed nodes. Results 

suggest that the geometry of the position of nodes has an impact on the success of probabilistic broad- 

cast techniques. Specifically, networks with randomly-placed nodes exhibit a near-ideal (collision-free) 

behavior, whereas the grid layouts are extremely sensitive to the impact of collisions and interference. To 

account for the unreliable behavior of broadcast under certain node-distribution geometries, this paper 

provides an analysis of Signal to Interference ratio for ad hoc networks. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

In wireless ad hoc networks, nodes have no knowledge about

the network topology, which makes broadcasting a fundamental

building block for topology discovery and other network functions.

Existing standards for broadcasting in ad hoc networks rely on a

broadcast technique called Flooding [1] . In Flooding , every node re-

ceiving a broadcast message for the first time simply retransmits a

copy of the message; under reliable (or almost ideal) channel con-

ditions, this guarantees that messages reach all nodes in the net-

work (i.e. 100% reachability ). However, it has been shown that, in

realistic wireless channels (i.e. when interference, delays, transmis-

sion errors, noise and radio-wave propagation features are consid-

ered), Flooding may not perform well [2] , allowing the transmission

of many redundant messages, leading to energy waste and channel

contention. 

To discuss the feasibility of using other protocols instead of

Flooding , various broadcasting techniques, based on deterministic

and probabilistic principles, have been assessed [3] . Despite pro-

ducing minimum redundancy of broadcast messages, deterministic

techniques depend on collecting topological information (i.e. trans-

mitting additional control messages) and increase the complexity
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f the broadcast process, which can be more expensive than Flood-

ng in dynamic topologies [4] and large-scale networks [5] . Recent

tudies [6] have illustrated the advantages of forwarding broadcast

essages at random to reduce redundancy and produce low over-

ead. This is known as probabilistic broadcasting and consists of as-

igning probability threshold values (i.e. the so called forwarding

robability ) to individual nodes to decide whether a copy of the

essage received should be forwarded or not. 

Performance evaluations of the simplest probabilistic protocols,

onducted in test-beds [7–10] , confirm the advantages of proba-

ilistic broadcasting. However, the results suggest limitations in the

verage reachability of transmitted messages, as well as the depen-

ence of the reachability of transmitted messages on the position

f the broadcasting source; these issues are not anticipated by ex-

sting models of probabilistic broadcasting. 

Most probabilistic broadcasting models assume an ideal wire-

ess channel [11–14] , and only a few models consider a given value

or the probability of unsuccessful message reception [10,15] ; little

ttention has yet been given to the incorporation of the causes of

nsuccessful reception (as in [16] ) in these probabilistic broadcast-

ng models. 

Moreover, in most studies (both in test-beds or based on sim-

lation) [6] , the limitation in reachability of transmitted messages

nd the efficiency of probabilistic broadcasting protocols under re-

listic conditions are associated with the calculation of the for-

arding probability value (i.e. the strategy used to avoid the re-

undancy of Flooding ). Performance limitations are rarely associ-
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ted with other factors, such as the position of nodes in the net-

ork. 

The present study was designed to help understand the causes

f the limitations in the reachability of transmitted messages, es-

ecially the impact of the position of nodes, while taking into con-

ideration realistic assumptions about channel conditions. 

In line with this, Signal to Interference Ratio ( S / I ), which has

een successfully applied to the design of Cellular Networks [17] ,

as been employed in this paper to help analyze the impact of the

eometry of node distribution on the protocol performance. Similar

o Ramos et al. [18] for improving network lifetime in large-scale

ensor networks, the geometrical features of network layouts are

dentified here as a factor that significantly affects the success of

robabilistic broadcasting protocols in static networks with a few

housand nodes. Simulation results indicate that networks with

andomly-placed nodes exhibit a near-optimum (near collision-free)

ehavior, while grid layouts are extremely sensitive to the impact

f node interference. 

The contribution of this paper is twofold: 

• The incorporation of realistic assumptions (i.e. S/I model) in the

analysis of the causes of the limitations in reachability of trans-

mitted messages in probabilistic broadcasting schemes. 

• An analysis of the impact of the geometry of network layouts

on the reachability of probabilistic broadcasting protocols, as

well as the greater strength of the influence of the node geom-

etry in comparison to the impact of the position of the source

node. 

The present analysis is important for an understanding of appli-

ations involving hundreds of static nodes in which the geometry

f network layout is a key factor in network performance. Results

re relevant for grid-like geometries [19–22] , for random geome-

ries [23–25] , and, in general, for terrestrial static sensor networks

nd environmental applications [26,27] . 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sum-

arizes previous evaluations of existing probabilistic broadcasting

echniques. Section 3 introduces a Signal to Interference analysis

hat illustrates the significant impact of node placement distribu-

ions on the reachability of ad hoc broadcasting. Section 4 presents

wo sets of simulation results, and finally, Section 5 concludes the

aper presenting a summary of the most relevant findings of the

tudy. 

. Related work 

The purpose of the present paper is to discuss some previ-

usly unexplored causes for failure of models proposed for prob-

bilistic broadcasting protocols which assume the existence of an

deal channel. This section focuses on a set of studies that have al-

eady assessed the performance of probabilistic ad hoc broadcast-

ng schemes and have observed existing models lacking precision

nder realistic settings using both simulation and experimentation

n test-beds. 

One of the first studies addressing the success of probabilistic

roadcasting [28] identified that the network size and node degree

mpact on the avoidance of the phase transition phenomenon (i.e.

 sudden transition from reaching less than 20% of the nodes to

ver 90% of the nodes with a small change in the forwarding prob-

bility). However, the collision-prone conditions were only imple-

ented for randomly placed nodes. Grid scenarios were employed

rimarily to show the absence of the phase transition. Despite the

nclusion of a moderate number of nodes in the random-placement

cenarios, the authors clearly showed that, under realistic MAC-

ayer conditions, forwarding probability values should be carefully

hosen so as to obtain the most from the pure-probabilistic broad-

asting principle. Specifically, it was shown that, in more realis-
ic, collision-prone environments, there is a maximum broadcast-

ng success ratio when the probability of forwarding a message is

s low as p = 0 . 1 . As the probability increases, a larger number of

ollisions occur and, as a consequence, very few nodes can receive

roadcast messages. The experiments designed to assess the effects

f packet collisions in [28] were conducted using various simul-

aneous broadcasting sources, which makes it difficult to identify

hether or not most of the collisions occurred as a consequence

f self-interference of a message with its own copies or as a con-

equence of random collision of different messages. 

More recent studies [10] introduced a retry-based scheme to

mprove reachability of the broadcast messages. By using both test-

eds and simulation, the authors corroborated that interference

nd collisions must be included in probabilistic broadcasting mod-

ls to allow for accurate predictions. The authors even proposed

apping between a more elaborate percolation model [29] and

heir retry-based scheme that could be used in future work to cap-

ure the behavior of the experiments adequately. Again, the condi-

ions for inducing a high-interference environment were oriented

y the use of many simultaneous broadcast sources. The interfer-

nce caused by this large number of simultaneous sources was

nly tackled experimentally by adjusting the frequency of retries

nd little attention was devoted to the possibility of a broadcast

essage interfering with its own copies. Since the diameter of the

etwork allowed good reachability with just a few hops, the num-

er of nodes causing interference with the same copy of a broad-

ast message decreased very rapidly with the distance (in hops)

rom the broadcasting source. 

The same authors of Blywis et al. [10] have also reported empir-

cal results suggesting that special attention should be given to the

ffects of channel interference on the expected behavior of prob-

bilistic broadcasting [9] , especially when multiple broadcasting

ources transmit simultaneously. Evidence from the test-bed exper-

ments indicated that probabilistic broadcasting techniques do not

void the collision of broadcast messages and excessive overhead.

his observation was supported by the fact that certain reachabil-

ty limits could not be surpassed during the evaluation in the test-

ed. These findings are consistent with more recent studies [30] ,

n which the performance of a completely different family of prob-

bilistic broadcasting schemes (based on dissimilarity metrics and

uclidian distances) also evinced the reachability limits associated

ith the same test-bed. 

What is common to all of the studies described here is that

he limited reachability and efficiency of probabilistic broadcast-

ng protocols under realistic conditions are associated to the way

he calculation of the forwarding probability is carried out (i.e.

he strategy used to avoid the redundancy of Flooding ); and per-

ormance limitations are rarely associated with the geometrical

roperties of node placement in the network. Since little atten-

ion has been devoted to addressing the impact of the positions of

odes and the incorporation of realistic channel conditions in mod-

ls, the following sections discuss the advantages of integrating

he expected geometrical properties of network-wide node place-

ent distributions into the assessment of probabilistic broadcast-

ng techniques. 

. Impact of geometrical node distribution on probabilistic 

roadcast 

The analysis in this section shows that the geometrical distri-

ution of nodes is crucial for the success of the delivery of mes-

ages in ad hoc networks with static nodes employing a proba-

ilistic broadcasting protocol. It also shows the difference in broad-

asting conditions existing in grid layouts and those in a random

ayout. The assumption of nodes being static makes possible the

valuation of the impact of the geometry of nodes on broadcast-
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ing, while excluding potential effects due to node mobility. More-

over, the present analysis can be considered as a first step towards

the understanding of the impact of node geometry resulting from

mobility on broadcasting, since the random layout used in this pa-

per captures the asymptotic behavior of some mobility models (an

example can be found in [31] ; the interested reader can also re-

fer to Santi [32] for details on mobility models that converge to

asymptotic node spatial distributions). 

The same principles in [17] for the analysis of co-channel inter-

ference in Cellular Telephone Systems are employed for the study

of variation in the Signal to Interference Ratio ( S / I ) as a function of

the position of nodes with respect to the broadcasting source. The

calculations of S / I serve to evaluate the impact of self-interference

of a broadcast message with its own copies in a single broadcasting

wave, which is independent of collisions caused by high-rate traffic

patterns . Specifically, the values of S / I in two scenarios are calcu-

lated and compared, the first scenario corresponding to a regular

node layout of degree 4 (i.e. square grid), and the second to a lay-

out where nodes are placed at random. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a broadcasting source node located to the left

of a square grid where the transmission range of the nodes ( r )

can cover four neighbors (i.e. a regular geometric graph of degree

four). Diagonal dashed lines show groups of nodes associated with

the same hop distance from the broadcasting source (i.e. the 3

nodes at a one-hop distance from the source are Tier 1, and the

5 nodes at a two-hop distance are Tier 2). The figure also shows

three double arrows explicitly indicating the Euclidian distance of

one node in Tier 2 (the receiving node) with respect to the three

nodes in Tier 1. This situation corresponds to a worst-case sce-

nario in which all the nodes in the previous tier (i.e. Tier 1 of the

figure) transmit at exactly the same time, causing maximum in-

terference. In any situation, the Collision Avoidance procedure in

the medium access protocol (CSMA/CA in Layer 2) reduces such

interference. Indeed, the inclusion of such a worst-condition as-

sumption leads to a lower-bound model of the impact of network

geometry on broadcasting without needing to consider a detailed

time-dependent analysis. 

In the traditional analysis of collision events, only the two near-

est nodes (nodes at distances d 1 and d s ) would be considered to

determine the probability of successful message delivery, but the

analysis carried out here considers the calculation of S / I at the re-

ceiving node, including the interference of all nodes located in the

previous tier. This makes possible the inclusion of the impact of

node distribution in the analysis. 

Without loss of generality (as in Chapter 3 of Rappaport [17] ),

the S / I calculation assumes a two-ray pathloss model, in which the

power of the signal received at a distance d from the transmitter

can be estimated using the transmitted power P t together with the

gain and height of both the transmitting ( G t , h t ) and the receiving

antennas ( G r , h t ) as follows: 

P r = P t G t G r 
h t 

2 
h r 

2 

d 4 
(1)

Consequently, for the receiving node in the second tier of Fig. 1 ,

the value of S / I corresponds to: 

S 

I 
= 

P t G t G r h t 
2 
h r 

2 1 

d s 
4 

P t G t G r h t 
2 
h r 

2 

(
1 

d 1 
4 

+ 

1 

d 2 
4 

) (2)

where d s is the distance between the expected transmitter from

the previous tier and the receiving node, and d 1 and d 2 are the

distances from the receiver to the other two transmitters from the

previous tier (i.e. Tier 1). Assuming homogeneous characteristics

of all nodes in the network (i.e. similar antenna heights, antenna
ains and transmission power), the previous expresion reduces to:

S 

I 
= 

1 

d s 
4 (

1 

d 1 
4 

+ 

1 

d 2 
4 

) (3)

By considering again Fig. 1 , and the forwarding probability p in

he analysis, Eq. (3) becomes: 

S 

I 
= 

1 

d s 
4 (

I { X 1 <p } 
1 

d 1 
4 

+ I { X 2 <p } 
1 

d 2 
4 

) (4)

here I { X i <p} is the indicator function , and X i is a random value

rawn at the i -th node (i.e. X ∼ U ([0, 1])), such that I = 1 when

 i < p , otherwise I = 0 . This includes, in Eq. (3) , the Bernoulli vari-

bles that indicate whether or not nodes in the previous tier for-

ard a broadcast message. Notice that the numerator has no in-

icator function because the intention is to calculate the average

ignal quality ( S / I ) only when broadcast messages are received , i.e.

he calculation of probabilistic interference given that nodes receive

essages from their expected previous-tier transmitter. The value

f p , thus, dictates the reduction in interference as p decreases. 

Finally, for an arbitrary receiver with n interferers (i.e. n nodes

ssociated with the previous tier, excluding the expected transmit-

er), the calculation of probabilistic S / I corresponds to: 

S 

I 
= 

1 

d s 
4 

n ∑ 

i =1 

I { X i <p } 
1 

d i 
4 

(5)

here d s is the distance between the receiver and the expected

ransmitter whereas d i is the distance between the receiver and

he i -th interferer. 

Indeed, Eq. (5) is a ratio of distances, for a single interferer S/I =
(d s /d 1 ) 

−4 . Therefore, what matters is the positions of the nodes

elative to each other, and not the absolute distances (in meters).

his highlights even more the fact that the geometry of nodes is a

ey issue in the S / I analysis. 

Eq. (5) is used in the remainder of this section to calculate the

 / I values for all nodes in the network. Notice that this calculation

oes not depend on the network layout (i.e. it is not restricted to

he example in Fig. 1 ) and can be used to estimate the values of

robabilistic S / I in any network as long as tiers can be established

ith respect to a broadcasting source. Besides that, other models

f propagation different from the two-ray pathloss model would

esult in a similar equation. For example, for a more general prop-

gation model such as the log-distance path loss model with log nor-

al shadowing the only change in Eq. (5) would be the power of

he Euclidian distances (known as the path-loss exponent), which

ould not be 4. Moreover, measurement studies [17] have reported

hat for urban environments (path-loss exponent between 3 and 5)

s well as for indoor environments with obstacles (path-loss expo-

ent between 4 and 6) the value 4 for the path-loss exponent can

e used. A good example can be found in [33] , using a path-loss

xponent value of 4.2. Thus, results obtained using Eq. (5) are still

eneral enough for the use of a more elaborate propagation model.

Suppose now that the square grid topology in Fig. 1 is part of

 larger square-grid network (i.e. regular layout of degree 4). Fig. 2

llustrates a larger-scale view of the way tiers are created as a func-

ion of the position of the source. This 10-row, 13-column square

rid illustrates how tiers take an angular shape, resembling two

lane wavefronts that propagate away from the source (up to tiers
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Fig. 1. S / I for a receiving node in the second tier, where interference comes from 

two of the three nodes in the first tier. 
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Fig. 3. S / I profile for nodes in the 20 × 50 grid of degree 4 as a function of the tier 

(i.e. hop distance to the broadcasting source). Three curves corresponding to three 

values of probability. Notice that lower probability leads to less interference, that is, 

better average S / I . 
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6 and 17 for nodes in the right-hand corners of the rectangular

egion). If this pattern is maintained for a 20 × 50 square grid, the

arthest node would be seen in Tier 60. Fig. 3 illustrates the cal-

ulation of the probabilistic S / I values averaged for the 60 tiers of

uch a 20 × 50 grid with a source positioned in row 10 column 1.

he x -axis indicates the tier, i.e. the hop-distance from the broad-

asting source. The values of probabilistic S / I were calculated 100

imes and the average per node was calculated. Finally, each point

n Fig. 3 shows the average of probabilistic S / I values per tier. For

xample, for Tier 2, one value of S / I is obtained from 5 nodes; for

ier 3, the result is obtained from 7 nodes, and so on. The main

dea here is to observe how the average value of S / I varies as the

roadcast message propagates away from the source. Fig. 3 , thus,

epresents the variation in the quality of the received wireless sig-

al as the distance, in hops, to the source node increases, that is, as

he message propagates from left to right throughout the 20 × 50
ig. 2. A zoom-out representation of Fig. 1 for 10 rows and 13 columns of a square grid 

he shape of the expected tiers (angle-shaped tiers) propagating the message from left to

6 (i.e. Tier 16). 
rid. The values of the first two tiers were not included in the fig-

re because the nodes in Tiers 1 and 2 produced very few inter-

erers and several values of S / I were infinity. 

Indeed, the S / I calculation gives the average quality of the sig-

al for a worst-case broadcasting scenario in which transmitters

re totally synchronized, leading to a maximum number of closest

nterferers (i.e. all interferers from the previous tier). Unlike some

eterministic broadcasting algorithms [34] , synchronized nodes are

ot essential for the operation of the protocol, but make a worst-

ase assumption. For any other scenario, in which heterogeneous

elays in nodes imply transmitters desynchronization, the Colli-

ion Avoidance procedure of nodes reduces interference, and as a

onsequence, the S / I values are expected to be higher than those

n Fig. 3 . Thus, the curves in the figures in this section represent

ower bounds for the S / I values. 

Higher values of S / I imply greater chances of successfully prop-

gating broadcast messages over additional tiers. Moreover, nodes

ear the farthest corners of the region would have a low rate

f successfully received messages, since these nodes lack neigh-

ors, rather than because of the low values of S / I . Such reacha-
with the source node on the left (row 5 column 1 of the grid). Solid lines indicate 

 right. The minimum number of hops to reach the node in the top-right corner is 
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Fig. 4. S / I profile for random node placement as a function of the hop distance from 

the source. Lower probability yields higher S / I values. This profile is more stable 

than that for the grid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Large-scale view of the positions of 10 0 0 nodes for (a) the random scenario 

and (b) the 20 × 50 square grid in two rectangular regions with equivalent height- 

width ratio. 
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bility in the last tiers is independent of the geometry, as shown in

Section 4 . 

The role of the geometry of nodes can be better emphasized

when comparing the S / I values in Fig. 3 with those presented in

the measurement-based studies in [35] . For example, in the first

10 tiers, an S / I value around 10 dB would result in nearly 100%

of successfully received messages at low rates of 1 Mbp, which

is a standard broadcast rate [1] , while for nodes located at more

than 10 tiers from the source, with S / I values between 2 dB and

6 dB, the percentage of successful transmissions would not exceed

50%. Moreover, regardless of the forwarding probability, the curves

in Fig. 3 clearly reveal three network segments, namely Tiers ≤ 10

(receiving the highest S / I values), 11 ≤ Tiers ≤ 49 and 50 ≤ Tiers.

These three segments are the points at which the propagation of

broadcast messages reaches the edges of the rectangular area. This

may indicate that the relation between the geometry of node posi-

tion (grid of degree 4) and the shape of the area where the nodes

reside (a rectangle) also has an impact on the average quality of

the channel to receive broadcast messages. This impact is as sig-

nificant as the impact of the forwarding probability value, since

the difference between the curves for p = 1 to p = 0 . 65 is similar

to that between S / I values in tiers 1 − 10 and tiers 10 − 50 for all

the three curves. 

It is worth mentioning that the values of p chosen for the S / I

curves in Fig. 3 are well supported by the literature on proba-

bilistic broadcasting [6] . In general, values between 0.6 and 0.75

are of great interest since they lead to minimum levels of re-

dundancy (i.e. maximum Saved Rebroadcast, SRB in the literature)

while maintaining the reachability of transmitted messages at over

90%. In the majority of investigations on probabilistic broadcast the

optimal value of p is around 0.7, except for studies in which the av-

erage node density is over 10 nodes within the transmission range,

for which the optimal values of p are far lower than 0.7. 

Now the calculation of probabilistic S / I in Eq. (5) is applied to

another rectangular region, also containing 10 0 0 nodes, but with

these nodes located at random according to a uniform distribution

(see Fig. 5 ). The transmission range of the nodes ( r ) was set at

250 m and the dimensions of the rectangle at 7500 m × 3000 m.

As in [36] , this setting leads to a high probability of having a con-

nected network [37,38] . This means that, if there is a smaller value

of r , fewer nodes, or a larger region, a considerable proportion of

random layouts would result in disconnected networks, which im-

pacts the performance of broadcast. Additionally, this setting has

the same ratio of height to width for the sides of the rectangular

area (i.e. 2: 5 ratio as the 20 × 50 square grid). To make a fair com-

parison with the results of the grid, 100 different random layouts

were derived. For each random layout, tiers were established with

respect to the nodes located closest to the point (0,1500) (left cen-

ter nodes) so that left-to-right propagation of broadcast messages

was maintained. Results for random placement are shown in Fig. 4 .

Results in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that the random setting ex-

hibits higher values of S / I and far more stable conditions for broad-
ast messages to propagate from the source node towards the end

f the network. For example, in the square grid, with the lowest in-

erference conditions ( p = 0 . 65 ), the S / I remained below 8 dB from

ier 10 onwards. Meanwhile, with the random layout and the high-

st interference ( p = 1 ), S / I was always above 7 dB. Based on the

esults, it is important to point out that interference has a stronger

mpact on the grid, where nodes have fewer neighbors, than on the

andom layouts, in which nodes have an average of eight neigh-

ors. This is equivalent to saying that nodes with fewer neighbors

uffered more interference because they are distributed in a grid,

hereas nodes with a higher number of neighbors (on average) ex-

erience less interference due to the randomness of their relative

ositions. 

The analysis in this section yields three important observations.

irst, there are aspects specific to the geometry of ad hoc net-

orks (namely, the distribution of node placement) that may sig-

ificantly affect the performance of probabilistic broadcasting tech-

iques. Second, it seems that random settings offer more stable

onditions for the propagation of broadcast messages. Finally, by

ntegrating the Euclidian distance in the analysis, the S / I calcula-

ion can be used to predict the expected success of ad hoc prob-

bilistic broadcasting messages as a function of the network-wide

ode distribution. 

. Simulation experiments 

.1. Random and regular placement of nodes 

The previous section showed that, for realistic wireless chan-

els, ad hoc networks with random layouts facilitate the propa-

ation of broadcast messages more than do grid layouts. To fur-

her verify this conclusion, the present section shows results about

he performance of probabilistic broadcast derived via simulation.

he simulator used was Qualnet v7.3 [39] . Table 1 displays the val-

es of the simulation parameters. The two network scenarios cor-

espond to the square grid and the network with random place-

ent of nodes described in the previous section. Nodes in the first

our tiers forward broadcast messages with a probability of p = 1 .

his difference in scenarios was adopted for comparison with the

esults in [36] , which used a technique called GOSSIP1(p,k) . The

ork in [36] was taken as benchmark because the authors offered

 good comparison of probabilistic broadcasting performance em-
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Table 1 

Simulation settings. 

Parameter Value 

Number of nodes 10 0 0 

Area of Uniform Random 7500 m × 3000 m 

Area of 20 × 50 grid 12500 m × 5000 m 

Transmission Range 250 m approximately 

Path-loss model Two-ray 

Mobility none 

Mac Layer 802.11 

Technique GOSSIP1(p,4) 

Source Position left-center 

Runs 120 replications 

Fig. 6. Comparison of probabilistic broadcasting success as a function of node dis- 

tance to the broadcasting source, for three values of p . Collision-less, ideal condi- 

tions vs. realistic conditions for the 20 × 50 grid. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of broadcast reachability under ideal conditions vs. more realis- 

tic conditions for Uniform Random Node Distribution with p = 0 . 75 and p = 0 . 65 . 
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loying both grids and random node layouts. The parameters of

OSSIP1 are p for the forwarding probability, and k for the number

f tiers where nodes use p = 1 (i.e. the simulations were run with

OSSIP1(p,4) ). The results in [36] were derived with the assump-

ion of an ideal MAC layer, so the following comparison illustrates

he impact of realistic conditions on the performance of probabilis-

ic broadcast, which reinforces the observations in Section 3 . The

alues of p in the present study are the same as those used in [36] ,

ince values for p around 0.7 provide maximum reachability with

he minimum number of message copies, especially for the sce-

arios considered in this section. Values higher than 0.75 would

ead to a higher probability of collisions and waste of energy and

andwidth, whereas values lower than 0.6 would result in a con-

iderable reduction in reachability (reachability near 20%) [7,28] . 

Figs. 6 and 7 show the impact on probabilistic broadcasting per-

ormance when employing realistic channels instead of ideal ones.

hese figures measure the percentage of nodes reached by broad-

ast messages as a function of the node distance, in hops, from the

roadcast source (i.e. percentage of nodes of the same tier). When

ealistic conditions affect the performance, the most noticeable dif-

erence is for the case of the square grid with forwarding probabil-

ty p = 0 . 72 ( Fig. 6 ), in which reachability decreases by more than

5% after 30 hops. As the probability decreases in the grid scenario,

he gap between results for the ideal and realistic channels also de-

reases, since an emptier channel resembles an ideal channel. 

The realistic curves for p = 0 . 72 and p = 0 . 65 in the square grid

 Fig. 6 ) show a sudden drop after Tier 10, as predicted by the de-
rease in the average S / I values shown in Fig. 3 . Such a drop can

e associated with the interplay between the rectangular shape of

he area containing the nodes and the position of the source node;

ndeed, for the left-hand centered position of the source in the

0 × 50 grid, the propagation of the message meets the first bor-

er of the network at hop 10. 

In [36] , a slightly higher probability value (0.75 > 0.72) for the

andom scenario was employed to achieve a reachability similar to

hat of the grid scenario. When realistic conditions are considered,

owever, the curves for p = 0 . 65 show that the random scenario

oes not require a higher probability value in order to match (or

ven outperform) the reachability of grid scenarios, as confirmed

n Section 4.2 . 

What is common for all the probability values evaluated in

ig. 6 is that reachability values in the ideal curves show a

moother decrease than their realistic counterparts. In fact, the re-

listic curves oscillate more, reaching more nodes than do the ideal

urves in some of the tiers (as is the case of p = 0 . 65 between

op-distance 12 and 30). Oscillating curves may arise when many

odes of one tier successfully receive a broadcast message, so that

ransmission to the next tier has to tolerate maximum interference.

owever, when only a few nodes receive the message, their trans-

issions to the next tier will produce low values of interference,

ncreasing the chances of successful broadcast propagation in sub-

equent tiers. 

Fig. 7 shows that the percentage of nodes receiving the message

n different tiers (hop-distance) is almost the same for both the

deal and realistic scenarios. In fact, for p = 0 . 65 , the curves after

op 22 are almost identical, whereas before hop 22, the realistic

urve reached a higher fraction of nodes. Such a trend is consistent

ith the S / I analysis in Section 3 , shown in Fig. 4 . The broadcasting

ropagation offered by the randomly-placed node layouts is stable,

ven for the worst-case scenario of the interference analysis. 

These results reinforce the need for analyzing the impact of the

eometry of ad hoc networks on the performance of probabilistic

roadcasting, as described in Section 3 , especially when observing

hat: 

• Random network-wide node distributions promote the success

of probabilistic broadcasting transmissions in realistic scenarios

more than do grid layouts. 
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• The geometry of node distribution should be considered in the

performance of ad hoc probabilistic broadcasting. 

In order to draw more general conclusions, the following sec-

tion explores the consistency of these findings. By changing the

position of the source node, different patterns of broadcast trans-

mission should be seen. The following section also shows the im-

pact of using other geometries such as a triangular grid, a larger

square grid, and hexagonal grid, as well as variations in random

distributions (e.g. Uniform, Normal, Poisson). 

4.2. Other grid geometries and node distributions 

This section provides a broader view of the relation between

probabilistic broadcasting and node placement by exploring more

general scenarios that involve various different grid layouts, as

well as random node distributions. The following simulation re-

sults also extend the discussion about the impact of the position

of the broadcasting source on broadcasting reachability, motivated

by previous work [7,8] in a test bed, which showed that results are

strongly dependent on the position of the source node. 

The simulation parameters are those in Table 1 . However, in

this section, the number of nodes and the shape of the area vary.

The following results were obtained with 2500 nodes within a

square region (e.g. a 70 0 0 × 70 0 0 square region for the random

settings). For the random settings employing the Normal and the

Poisson distributions, the number of nodes is on average 2500

since the number of nodes is also a random variable. Every single

replication of the simulation was run using a different set of ran-

dom numbers for both the forwarding decisions and the random

node positions. Therefore, the results capture the average behavior

of node distributions and avoid the potential bias of using a single

geometrical realization for all replications. Having such a variety

of scenarios (120 for each random distribution) using a test bed

would be prohibitive, but it is feasible using simulations, as has

been done here. Moreover, the different random positions of nodes

in each replication can be seen as snapshots of a mobile network;

since the density functions of the random variables that determine

the positions of nodes at different times converge to a unique den-

sity function in the long run (cf. [31] ). A mobility model with such

a property is said to be stationary [32] . 

As in the previous sections, the figures show the reachability

profile of probabilistic broadcast, namely the fraction of nodes that

sucessfully receive broadcast messages as a function of the node

distance, in hops, from the source (i.e. the tier). Moreover, the fig-

ures are organized to illustrate the impact of changing the position

of the source node, which in turn changes the conditions for the

propagation of messages. 

Figs. 9 to 11 show the behavior of probabilistic broadcasting in

50 × 50 grids in which nodes (except the nodes forming the sides

of the grid) have three, four, or six neighbors. Hereinafter the pre-

fix Tri will corespond to the regular grid of degree six (i.e. triangu-

lar grid), the prefix Sq to the grid of degree four (i.e. square grid),

and the prefix Hex to the grid of degree three (i.e. hexagonal grid

or honeycomb grid). Fig. 9 focuses on all scenarios with broadcast-

ing sources located in one of the four corners of the square re-

gion. Figs. 10 and 11 show the curves for scenarios with broad-

casting sources on one side and at the center of the grids, re-

spectively. In the figures, the curve length depends on the grid.

The Tri-grid curves are always the shortest. In these figures, the

longest curves always correspond to the grid of degree three (i.e.

Hex-Grid), which has 123 tiers for the corner source, more than

110 tiers for sources on the side of the grid, and 63 tiers when the

source lies at the center of the grid. Fig. 8 shows how the topol-

ogy of an Hex-grid leads to fewer nodes per tier than does its Tri-

grid counterpart. As a consequence, the Tri-grid needs less tiers to
over the same number of nodes. This figure can be compared to

ig. 2 to further illustrate how the number of tiers ( x -axes in the

gures) was obtained for each simulation scenario. 

For geometrically regular node placement, the Tri-grid is con-

istently the most favorable setting for the success of probabilis-

ic broadcasting. For example, with the source located in the cor-

er, for p = 0 . 6 , the broadcast messages reached slightly fewer

han 80% of the nodes from tier 15 to 55, while for p = 0 . 65 and

p = 0 . 72 , messages reached over 90% of the nodes. This occured

ecause the triangular grid has more collision-free nodes receiving

essages in every tier than the other grids. For example, when the

ource is at the center of the grid, in the worst case scenario in

hich all nodes from the same tier transmit at the same time, the

riangular grid still guarantees that at least six nodes can prop-

gate the message in all directions with no risk of collision. For a

ource node at the center, the square grid offers only four collision-

ree receivers per tier and the hexagonal grid only three collision-

ree nodes per tier. Similar geometrical limitations can be shown

or sources on the side and in the corner of grids. However, for

he hexagonal grid, collisions due to time-correlated propagation

f broadcast messages occur only every two tiers. This lack of re-

undancy means that, for every collision-free tier, the use of prob-

bilistic broadcasting simply reduces reachability, similar to the

ropagation of broadcast for nodes lying in a straight line. This ex-

lains the negative-exponential shape of the curves (curves of the

ex-grid), almost resembling the graph of a geometric sequence

or the value of p (recall that 0 < p < 1). 

Moving the source to one side, and then to the center, always

mproves reachability. In the first tiers, a sudden decrease in reach-

bility occurs, even before the fourth tier. This is somewhat unex-

ected since we know that broadcast packets are forwarded with

p = 1 for the first four tiers. This early drop in the curves is more

ccentuated when the source is in the corner ( Fig. 9 ). As the mes-

age propagates over the tiers, either the same reachability is kept

ntil the end of the network or reachability increases, suggesting

hat, under realistic collision-prone conditions, the unreliable de-

ivery of the MAC layer occurs mostly in the first tiers, due to the

ighly correlated times when forwarding messages from the same

ource. After the first collisions occur and the message propagates

arther from the source, forwarding times gradually lose correla-

ion and facilitate the operation of the CSMA/CA mechanism, which

xplains the shape of the curves. 

The number of collision-free nodes per tier is extremely im-

ortant in providing robustness. Namely, for the triangular grid,

he curves for p = 0 . 72 show almost the same performance as the

urves for p = 0 . 65 , which represents a 10% reduction in the num-

er of messages forwarded, but the reachability is still the same.

oreover, the curves for the same probabilities differ significantly

n other grids. 

The impact of having a finite network is noticeable in Fig. 9 .

pecifically, for sources in the corner, there is a consistent tweak

t around tier 50 for all curves, which is the tier where the sides

f the network end. This tweak is even more noticeable with the

roadcasting source on the side ( Fig. 10 ), where a marked change

an be observed in all curves at around tier 25 (the tier at which

he broadcast propagation wave encounters the firts borders of the

quare region). In these two figures, there is always a segment of

he curves, which corresponds to the transmission encountering

he border, when the broadcasting process simply recovers, reach-

ng a larger percentage of the nodes than in previous tiers. Con-

ersely, when the source is at the center of the grid ( Fig. 11 ), the

urves always decrease, although some slight changes can also be

bserved at tier 25, where the number of nodes per tier begins to

rop. These patterns can be explained by the way the number of

odes changes on a tier as the message propagates. For example,

he square grid with the source on the side has 3 nodes in Tier 1, 5
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the shape of tiers for the Hex-grid and Tri-grid for sources in the bottom left corner. The Tri-grid covers more nodes in each tier. Consequently, for 

grids of the same dimensions the Tri-grid results in less tiers than both the Hex-grid and the Sq-grid. 

Fig. 9. Reachability when the source node is located in one corner of the grid. The 

x -axis shows the hop distance from the source while the y -axis indicates the aver- 

age percentage of nodes that received the message at particular distances (i.e. on 

average, the percentage of the tier that received broadcast messages). 

Fig. 10. Reachability when the source node is located on one side of the grid (geo- 

metrically regular node placement scenarios only). 

Fig. 11. Reachability when the source node is located at the center of the grid (ge- 

ometrically regular node placement scenarios only). 
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odes in Tier 2, 7 nodes in Tier 3, and so on, until tier 25. As the

ize of the tier increases, the number of nodes in the border of the

quare region represents a smaller percentage of the tier. At hop

5, the size of the tier and the proportion of its border nodes sta-

ilizes (remaining 51 nodes with two nodes on the border of the

egion) until hop 49, where the size of the tier decreases continu-

usly to the edge of the network. It can be affirmed that a stable

ehavior of the probabilistic broadcasting phenomenon can only be

een for 25 tiers (from tier 25 until tier 49). After this, the shape

f the curves will be closely related to the proportion of border

odes per tier. 

For the three random network scenarios ( Figs. 12–14 ), the over-

ll performance is more stable than that of grids, as suggested by

he analysis in Section 3 . Even with the lowest probability, when

he broadcasting source is in the corner ( Fig. 12 with probability

p = 0 . 6 ), the fraction of nodes reached by broadcast messages was

lways over 80%. As the source moved to the side ( Fig. 13 ), and

hen to the center of networks ( Fig. 14 ), reachability always im-

roved. It is important to mention that all random scenarios were

et using the theoretical Critical Transmitting Range for Connectiv-

ty , which is defined as the minimum value of r (i.e. the transmis-

ion range) such that the resulting communication graph is con-

ected. It is important to recall that a graph is connected if and
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Fig. 12. Reachability for Geometric random networks as a function of hop distance 

from the source (source node located in one corner of the network). These Figures 

include a plot zoom on the right so that the curves for the Normal distribution can 

be observed in the same scale as the other six curves. 

Fig. 13. Reachability for Geometric random networks as a function of hop distance 

from the source (source node located on one side of the network). Notice the zoom- 

ing on the right for visualization of the curves associated with the Normal distribu- 

tion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14. Reachability for Geometric random networks as a function of hop distance 

from the source (source node located at the center of the network). 
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only if there exists at least one path connecting any two nodes in

the graph. For the particular case of the random Normal distribu-

tion, a detailed view of the first values of the graph was neces-

sary (see the right side of Figs. 12–14 ), since these networks had

a very small diameter. This situation results from maintaining con-

nectivity when employing the Normal distribution, since for this

distribution the Critical Transmitting Range for Connectivity [40] is

greater than those for the Uniform and Poisson [38] distributions.

Despite the reduced number of observable tiers for the Normally

distributed node layouts, reachability was even greater than in the

scenarios with Uniform and Poisson distributions. 

What is common in these figures is the impact of the position

of the source node on broadcast reachability. Regardless of the sit-
ation (whether grids or random placement), it is clear that when

he source is in the corner, the lowest reachability is obtained in

ll scenarios. In fact, results for sources located in a corner can be

aken as a lower bound for performance, which is important for

esign purposes (cf. test-bed results in [7,8] ). Indeed, results con-

rm that any other position for the source node, other than the

orner of the region, would result in greater reachability. Mean-

hile, when the source is on the side, the wave of broadcast seems

o pass through segments of recovery where reachability is greater

han for previous tiers. The figures also show that centered sources

lways result in the greatest reachability, despite showing mono-

one decreasing reachability values (i.e. no segments of recovery

r stability). 

Finally, the random layouts reduce the highly-correlated for-

arding times that degrade the performance of probabilistic

roadcasting in geometrically regular layouts, facilitating the op-

ration of the CSMA/CA mechanism to avoid collisions, especially

n the first tiers of a single-message broadcast propagation event.

his property provides random layouts with robustness against the

ffects of collisions when applying probabilistic broadcasting in ad

oc networks. 

. Conclusions 

The present paper has highlighted the impact of node place-

ent on the success of probabilistic broadcasting in large-scale

tatic ad hoc networks when realistic wireless channels are consid-

red. The calculation of S / I levels revealed that random placement

f nodes facilitates propagation of broadcast messages, while nodes

rranged in grids face reachability limitations. S / I analysis (bor-

owed from the co-channel interference analysis of cellular net-

orks) has made possible the integration of the Euclidian geome-

ry of node position with the benefits of probabilistic broadcasting,

nd this should be considered for future development of ad hoc

robabilistic broadcasting protocols. 

The observations obtained in the analysis have been further

onfirmed by running a comprehensive set of complementary sim-

lations that included more and larger grids with different ge-

metries, as well as more geometrically random scenarios. The

vidence clearly indicates that grid layouts render ad hoc net-

orks extremely sensitive to the impact of realistic conditions.
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onversely, when nodes are placed at random, the behavior of

robabilistic broadcasting appears to reflect more ideal conditions. 

The results also reveal that the use of tiers to characterize the

ropagation of broadcast messages facilitates the analysis of broad-

ast reachability profiles, providing detailed information about the

roadcasting process e.g. the interplay between the shape of the

rea surrounding the network and the position of the source node.

urthermore, realistic reachability profiles show an oscillating pat-

ern as a function of the distance in hops from the broadcast

ource, with tiers receiving a large percentage of broadcast mes-

ages being followed by tiers with low reachability, and vice versa.

his suggests that, after a series of collision events, there will be a

eries of successful broadcast events as a consequence of the pre-

ious reduction in potential broadcast interferers. Under ideal con-

itions, these collisions would not occur and the oscilating pattern

s not observed. 

The benefits of studying non-conventional causes of pure-

robabilistic broadcast failure (e.g. geometrical features rather than

ode density or broadcasting rates) under non-ideal wireless con-

itions are two-fold. First, the simplicity of pure-probabilistic

roadcasting leads to faster broadcasting waves, which is conve-

ient for overcoming the effects of node mobility and should have

 positive impact on higher-level network functions, such as Ad-

ission Control when applied to different routing protocols [41] .

econd, for scenarios where grids are relevant [19–22] , simple, yet

ffective, countermeasures can be adopted to avoid poor perfor-

ance of their ad hoc broadcast protocols. 

Future work should include the study of latency and mobil-

ty under various geometrical conditions. Simulations of large-scale

etworks like the one in [19] should be analyzed in order to as-

ess the feasibility of real probabilistic-broadcasting implementa-

ions. The analysis in this paper, including the ideas in [28] , about

hanges in the behavior of broadcast reachability depending on

etwork size and node degree, should be conducted in order to

valuate the impact of geometry on small networks. Also, proba-

ilistic broadcasting and the impact of geometry can be integrated

n the performance evaluation of MAC layer protocols in a multi-

op context [42] . 
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